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ABSTRACT
The creation of an automated and virtually endless playlist given a

start item is a common feature of modern media streaming services.

When no past information about the user’s preferences is available,

the creation of such playlists can be done using session-based rec-

ommendation techniques. In this case, the recommendations only

depend on the start item and the user’s interactions in the current

listening session, such as “liking” or skipping an item.

In recent years, various novel session-based techniques were

proposed, often based on deep learning. The evaluation of such

approaches is in most cases solely based on oine experimentation

and abstract accuracy measures. However, such evaluations cannot

inform us about the quality as perceived by users. To close this

research gap, we have conducted a user study (N=250), where the

participants interacted with an automated online radio station. Each

treatment group received recommendations that were generated by

one of ve dierent algorithms. Our results show that comparably

simple techniques led to quality perceptions that are similar or even

better than when a complex deep learning mechanism or Spotify’s

recommendations are used. The simple mechanisms, however, often

tend to recommend comparably popular tracks, which can lead to

lower discovery eects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern online media streaming services often provide the function-

ality of an automated radio or playlist, where users provide a start
item (e.g., a song or a video), and the system then automatically

plays a virtually endless list of related items. In some cases, for

example, on YouTube or Spotify, users can also give feedback on

the played items, e.g., by “liking” them, by explicitly expressing

that they are not interested, or by skipping to the next item. In the

best case, this feedback is immediately taken into account by the

system, leading to an update of the items in the playing queue.

In case the system is used by a new or anonymous user, playlists

can be generated with session-based recommendation techniques

[23]. These approaches do not require long-term preference proles

but are able to make recommendations solely based on the most

recent interactions of a user. Due to their practical importance also

in other domains, e.g., in e-commerce settings, a number of algo-

rithmic proposals for session-based recommendation were made

over the years. Technically, dierent strategies can be applied from

traditional association rule mining, over nearest neighbor methods,

to recent deep learning based techniques [10, 15, 16].

In the research literature, the comparison of session-based recom-

mendation techniques is mostly based on oine experimentation. A

recent comparison of techniques in [18], to some surprise, indicated

that comparably simple approaches often work at least as good as

one of today’s more complex state-of-the-art techniques in terms of

measures like precision and recall. Given these results, the question

arises if such simple techniques only perform well when using such

measures or if they are actually able to generate recommendations

that are also perceived to be of high quality by users.

To address this question, alongside an oine evaluation, we con-

ducted a between-subjects user study (N=250), where participants

interacted with an online radio application that was developed for

the experiment. The participants could provide a start track and

then received automated recommendations. We compared ve al-

gorithms, which included both simple and more complex ones, and

the recommendations retrieved through Spotify’s API. We analyzed

both the participants’ observed behavior (e.g., in terms of the num-

ber of liked or skipped tracks) as well as the answers they provided

in a post-task questionnaire.

One main outcome of the study is that some simple methods are

comparable or even better in terms of their quality perception than

complex ones, which means simple methods are not only competi-

tive in oine evaluations. However, the tested simpler methods, by

design, often recommend more popular tracks, which might lead to

fewer opportunities for item discovery. Beyond the specic aspects

investigated in the study, our work therefore emphasizes the known

need for multi-faceted evaluation approaches and the consideration

of domain-specic aspects when comparing algorithms.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3298689.3347046
https://doi.org/10.1145/3298689.3347046
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2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Next-Track Recommendation Algorithms
A simple technique to determine the next tracks to play is to count

track co-occurrences in past sessions and apply a recommenda-

tion scheme of the form “Customers who bought . . . also bought

. . . ”. Such an approach can be considered to be one of the simplest

session-based techniques, which is widely used in practical applica-

tions and which, depending on the domain, can already lead to good

performance [18]. Over the years, however, a variety of more elab-

orate next-item prediction techniques for dierent domains were

proposed, from sequential pattern mining over Markov models,

embedding-based approaches, and, most recently, to deep learning

techniques [4, 8, 9, 15, 16, 21, 25].

In particular in the music domain, also application-specic tech-

niques were applied. Recent research for example showed that

recommending popular tracks from artists that are similar to those

that the user currently listens to can be quite eective, both in terms

of accuracy measures [3] and in terms of the users’ quality percep-

tion [13]. Similarly, also quite simple nearest-neighbor techniques

proved to be eective not only in the music domain, but also in oth-

ers, e.g., in e-commerce [18]. However, such neighborhood-based

methods can exhibit a bias to recommend mostly popular items.

The authors of [19] therefore propose to adjust the ranking of items

based on their popularity.

In our study, we will compare algorithms of dierent families.

Specically, we consider one deep learning technique, an artist-

based collaborative method, a popularity-aware nearest-neighbor

technique, as well as simple item co-occurrences. In addition, we

consider the recommendations by a commercial service, in our case

the recommendations provided through Spotify’s API.

2.2 User Studies
Dierently from recent user studies that are focusing on specic

aspects of recommendations—such as item similarity [27], presenta-

tion aspects [26], the inaction of users [29] or the eects of playlist

recommenders on users [12]—our goal is to assess the quality per-
ception of dierent session-based recommendation algorithms in a

realistic scenario.

The number of user studies on the perception of music recom-

mendations is comparably low. The two most similar examples

of past research are [1] and [13]. In [1], the authors compared a

number of “playlisting” approaches through a user study. In their

experiment, the participants evaluated entire playlists—two at a

time—as produced by dierent algorithm for a given seed song.

They included collaborative techniques, an artist-based one, as well

as Apple’s iGenius system. In [13], in contrast, the participants

did not assess a set of generated playlists, but had to indicate the

suitability of four alternative tracks as possible continuations for a

given playlist. From a technical viewpoint, the authors considered

two neighborhood-based techniques and an artist-based one when

determining the possible continuations.

While these two studies share some similarities with our work,

their focus and experiment designs were dierent. Instead of eval-

uating entire playlists or individual continuations, our goal is to

assess the users’ quality perceptions in a more interactive setting

that is common on modern music streaming sites. Specically, in

our study, the participants can give immediate feedback to the cur-

rently played tracks and the system will then automatically update

the recommendations accordingly. Similar to [1], we also include a

commercial playlisting service in our study. And, like in [13], we

contrast oine accuracy results with the users’ quality perceptions.

Outside the music domain, various user studies on the quality

perception of recommenders were made in the past, e.g., for the

movie domain [6, 28]. Recent insights show that it is important

that study participants actually “consume” the items they assess

[11, 17], which is also the case in our study.

Generally, user studies often rely on user-centric evaluation

frameworks as proposed in [14] and [22]. While we do not directly

apply these general frameworks in our very specic setup, we partly

based our questionnaire items on the considerations presented in

these frameworks.

3 STUDY DESIGN
Our main research goal is to understand how dierent algorithms

aect the quality perception of users. Therefore, we developed an

own online radio station to conduct the corresponding study.

3.1 Tasks for Participants
(1) Before using the radio, the participants were informed about

their tasks and the expected duration of the study. They were also

asked to provide informed consent to the terms of the study.

(2) They were then directed to a search interface, where they

could enter a query to nd a start track. They could listen to excerpts

of the retrieved tracks and select one of them to start the radio.

Figure 1: Radio Interface
(3) After this selection, the main radio application was started,

see Figure 1. The radio then played the 30-seconds representative

track excerpts provided by Spotify. Besides pausing the track and

skipping to the next track, the participants could also use a “thumbs

up” button to express that they like the current track. At all times,

the radio interface provided a visual cue for the users that indicates

that there is a list of upcoming tracks. This list was updated after a

“thumbs up” or skip action, i.e., the participants received feedback

that their actions had an eect.

For each played track, the participants were also asked to pro-

vide information if (i) they already knew the track, (ii) if the track

matched the previously liked tracks, and (iii) if they liked the track

in general, see Figure 2. Proceeding to the next track was only pos-

sible after the responses for each track were provided. Overall, each

participant was asked to interact with and rate at least 15 tracks.
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Figure 2: Rating Interface

(4) Once enough tracks were listened to, the participants could

proceed to nish the study. In this nal part, the participants were

asked 11 questions (using 7-point Likert-type items) about their

quality perceptions and intention to share or reuse the system.

Table 1 shows these 11 questions, where the additional question

Q8 is an attention check to assess if the participants answered

the questionnaire with care. Furthermore, we asked four questions

about their music enthusiasm (not shown in the table).

Table 1: Questions about Users’ Quality Perceptions

Question

Q1 I liked the automatically generated radio station.

Q2 The radio suited my general taste in music.

Q3 The tracks on the radio musically matched the track I selected in the beginning.

Q4 The radio was tailored to my preferences the more positive feedback I gave.

Q5 The radio was diversied in a good way.

Q6 The tracks on the radio surprised me.

Q7 I discovered some unknown tracks that I liked in the process.

Q8 I am participating in this study with care so I change this slider to two.

Q9 I would listen to the same radio station based on that track again.

Q10 I would use this system again, e.g., with a dierent rst song.

Q11 I would recommend this radio station to a friend.

Q12 I would recommend this system to a friend.

3.2 Recommendation Strategies
The independent variable in our study is the assigned recommen-

dation algorithm
1
. We employed ve dierent strategies (see Table

2) and relied on Spotify’s Million Playlist Dataset
2
, abbreviated as

MPD, as a basis for the recommendations.

Playing several tracks of the same artists within a short period of

time is uncommon for automated radio stations. Since most tested

methods are not designed to take this domain particularity into ac-

count, we designed a diversifying post-processing strategy, which

we applied to all playlists returned by the algorithms. Specically,

we made sure that there are no artist repetitions within the next

3 tracks by re-ranking the tracks in the playlist. For the recom-

mendations returned by Spotify’s API, we furthermore removed

tracks that did not appear in the MPD dataset. Thereby, we guaran-

teed a fair comparison of the techniques, in which all approaches

recommend from the same catalog of items.

We optimized the hyper-parameters for the dierent strategies

in an oine experiment on a subset of the MPD dataset. From a

random sub-sample of 100,000 playlists we randomly selected 2,000

playlists as a validation set, while using the remaining playlists for

model training. Parameter tuningwas performedwith a randomized

search strategy in 100 iterations to nd the best conguration for

the mean reciprocal rank at list length 5.

1
We used a round-robin assignment scheme as done in [13].

2
https://recsys-challenge.spotify.com/

Table 2: Tested Recommendation Strategies

ar A simple method based on association rules of length two, see [18].

cagh Recommends the greatest hits of artists similar to those liked in the cur-

rent session [3]. The similarity is based on artist co-occurrences in user-

provided playlists and approximated with matrix factorization.

gru4rec A recent session-based algorithm based on Recurrent Neural Networks

(v2.0) [9]. The algorithm hyper-parameters were optimized for the mean

reciprocal rank at list length 5.

s-knn A session-based nearest-neighbor approach proposed in [19] that lowers

the predicted relevance scores for highly popular items. We used 500 as

the number of neighbors, and set the sample size to 1000.

spotify Recommendations in this treatment group were retrieved in real time

from Spotify’s API. Tracks that are not present in the MPD were excluded

from the recommendations.

4 RESULTS
We have recruited 316 participants over Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

crowdsourcing platform (“Masters” only), ending up with reliable

submissions from 250 unique users, i.e., 50 in each treatment group.

The remaining submissions were eliminated as the users did not

pass the attention check. On average, the participants needed about

15 minutes to complete the task. Amajority of the users (nearly 80%)

was from the US; over 50% of the participants were aged between

25 and 34.

On average and across all treatment groups, the participants

listened to around 16 tracks (slightly above the minimum require-

ment), with an average pure listening time of 5.5 minutes. There

were no signicant dierences in these respects.

Number of likes. The average number of likes per user were as
follows: spotify: 4.48, gru4rec: 5.36, cagh: 5.38, s-knn: 5.63, ar:

6.48. The ar method led to signicantly
3
more likes than cagh,

spotify, and gru4rec (p<0.05). Furthermore, the s-knn method

received 5.6 likes on average, which was signicantly higher than

spotify as well. All other dierences were not signicant.

Popularity. Looking at the average popularity of the recom-

mended tracks
4
, we found that spotify’s and gru4rec’s recom-

mendations were the least popular ones while ar and cagh tend

to recommend mostly popular items. Generally, the number of re-

ceived likes per playlist highly correlates with the average track

popularity of a list (r=0.89).

Individual Track Ratings. Table 3 shows our observations regard-
ing the feedback for the individual tracks as shown in Figure 2.

In terms of the percentage of already known tracks, we see that

Spotify’s recommendations are signicantly less often known (or:

more novel) than those of the other techniques.

When asking participants to what extent each track matches

the previously liked ones, we observe that s-knn and cagh work

best, while ar leads to recommendations that match the current

playlist the least. The dierences between s-knn and the methods

ar, gru4rec, and spotify are signicant (p<0.05).

Finally, looking at the average track “rating” in general, the dif-

ferences between the algorithms are small. Somewhat surprisingly,

the tracks produced by the ar method were the least liked ones,

often with a signicant dierence, even though the average track

3
Throughout the work, we use one-way ANOVA and a subsequent Tukey post-hoc

test when the pre-requisites for these tests are fullled. Otherwise, we applied a

Kruskal-Wallis test and a subsequent Mann-Whitney-U test.

4
Computed based on the number of track occurrences in the MPD dataset.
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popularity was the highest and they received the most like state-

ments. This phenomenon can be explained when looking at the

mode of the answers. The most frequent response (mode) was 1 for

ar, whereas it was 7 for all other recommendation strategies. This

means that ar probably recommended many “controversial” tracks

that the users did not like even though they are very popular, e.g.,

because they matched previous tracks the least.

Table 3: Statistics for Item-Specic Questions (Mean and
Standard Deviations)

Algorithm Track known (%)

Track matches

the playlist

Like the track

in general

ar 8.61 4.06 ±1.60 4.34 ±1.37

cagh 10.83 5.15 ±1.14 5.03 ±1.22

gru4rec 9.30 4.61 ±1.52 4.94 ±1.31

s-knn 10.13 5.31 ±1.04 4.94 ±1.06

spotify 7.00 4.72 ±1.13 4.69 ±1.07

Post-Task Questionnaire. For the Questions Q1 to Q12, we looked
mostly at the median and mode values

5
and analyzed dierences

with the non-parametric tests.

For Q1, we found that the recommendations of s-knn (median:

6)
6
were signicantly more liked than those of ar, gru4rec and

spotify (p<0.05) and were perceived to be slightly better also than

cagh. All methods matched the user’s general taste well (Q2), with
median values of 5 (ar, spotify) or 6 (other methods). The values

for ar were signicantly lower than for cagh, s-knn, and gru4rec.

The general pattern that ar performs worst and s-knn best was

also found for Q3, where s-knn performed signicantly better at

nding tracks that match the seed track than ar and also gru4rec.

Regarding the adaptiveness of the radio upon user feedback (Q4),
the median values were generally comparably high, ranging be-

tween 5 and 6. The analysis revealed that only ar performed signif-

icantly worse than cagh, s-knn, and spotify.

No dierences between the group were found however regarding

the diversication of the radio (Q5) and the surprise level (Q6). In
terms of the discovery of unknown but liked tracks (Q7), spotify
excelled. The responses were higher than for cagh, s-knn, gru4rec,

and ar (p<0.1). For the other methods, no signicant dierences

could be found.

Regarding the last block of questions (Q9 to Q12) about the
users’ intention to reuse the system or recommend it to friends, the

values for s-knn, cagh and spotify are slightly higher than for

the other techniques. The dierences between these three methods

and ar were always signicant (p<0.05). For Q10 and Q12, the
responses for s-knn and cagh were also signicantly higher than

for gru4rec.

4.1 Oline Accuracy vs. User Experience
The nal goal of our work was to compare the users’ quality per-

ception with accuracy results obtained from oine experiments,

since previous work [2, 5, 7, 20, 24] suggests that there can be a

discrepancy. We therefore evaluated the dierent algorithms using

5
Using means for single Likert-scale type items is considered potentially unreliable

even though we only used labels for the ends of the numerical scale.

6
A full table of the results is provided as auxiliary material in the ACM Digital Library.

ve random sub-samples of the MPD dataset following the same

procedure as for the parameter optimization described in Section

3.2. Furthermore, we applied the sequential evaluation protocol

from [9]. In our work, we measure precision (P) and recall (R) in the

usual way, comparing the list of recommended items with the next

tracks in the playlist. In addition, we report the specic measure-

ment method used in [9], which only considers the immediate next

item, using the hit rate (HR) and the mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

In order to design the evaluation as close as possible to the online

application, we only proceeded through the rst 15 entries of each

test playlist to match the number of necessary interactions in the

study.

Table 4: Oline Results

Algorithm P@5 R@5 HR@5 MRR@5

s-knn 0.271 0.044 0.137 0.077

gru4rec 0.161 0.028 0.151 0.096
ar 0.234 0.037 0.135 0.081

cagh 0.172 0.024 0.052 0.026

spotify 0.009 0.001 0.002 0.001

Table 4 shows that the ranking of the algorithms depends on the

choice of the measurement method. The results indicate that the

usual precision and recall measurement correlates better with our

observations of the users’ perception, with the s-knn method lead-

ing to the best results in the oine experiment. The performance

of spotify is very low in this comparison. In some ways, this is

in line with the observations from the user study, which indicates

that spotify’s algorithm seems to be more optimized for discovery

than for precision or recall on historical data.

5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
We have conducted a user study that investigates the quality per-

ception of adaptive music recommendations in an automated radio

station and have contrasted the ndings with an oine experiment.

To our knowledge, this is the rst study of this type in the context

of session-based recommendation techniques.

Bearing in the mind that the number of participants might be

a possible limitation of this work, the main ndings of the study

are as follows. First, using a comparably simple nearest-neighbor

technique led to radio stations that were favorable, in more than

one dimension, over a station that was built on a more complex

deep learning technique. Second, the ar method, which recom-

mended the most popular tracks, led to the highest number of likes,

but was performing poorly in most other dimensions; optimizing

and evaluating algorithms based on explicit like statements can

therefore be misleading. Third, spotify’s algorithm was better than

all other methods in helping users discover new tracks they like. At

the end, no dierences in the participants’ intention to re-use or rec-

ommend the system were found. The ability of spotify’s algorithm

to support discovery might therefore compensate other aspects

where the algorithm did not excel. Fourth, the oine experiments

indicate that precision and recall can be indicative of the quality

of the recommendations to some extent. In general, however, the

good quality perception of spotify’s algorithm despite the very low

oine accuracy results emphasizes that factors other than accuracy

can be decisive for the long-term adoption of a system.
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